
VACTOR®

Manufacturing Inc.

NOTICE
Follow recommended safety practices 
while performing all work. Refer to the 
Vactor/Guzzler Safety Manual for additional 
information.
This manual is available at:   www.vactor.com

SERVICE BULLETIN
Safety Recall

Number: SB 0292 DATE: 04/27/2018

TO:  All Dealer Principals, Service 
Managers and Parts Managers

Subject: HXX 12 & 15 Yard Models 
Hoist Cylinder Safety Recall

! WARNING
Crushing hazard
NEVER go under a raised loaded 
debris body. To avoid injury or 
death:
• Empty debris body before service work.
• Always use the body prop when the debris 

body is raised for service.
• NEVER disconnect check valve with the 

debris body in raised position. Debris body 
will fall.

• NEVER remove the bleeder screw from 
cylinder with pressure on the cylinder. 
Debris body will fall. Only loosen bleeder 
screw to bleed air from cylinder.

• NEVER loosen or disconnect any hydraulic 
components while the hydraulic pump is 
running.

Draft

4-27-2018 • 1
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PURPOSE:
Some hoist cylinders used on the HXX series units 
have been reported to have failed due to corrosion. 
The corrosion can result in the debris body pulling 
the hoist cylinder apart, resulting in the debris body 
locking in place or tipping rearward. This bulletin 
lists the units using the relevant hoist cylinders 
and the procedures for inspection, rebuild and 
replacement if required.
Operational procedures for dumping, cleaning and 
decanting are included for reference.

UNITS TO SERVICE:
See list. If the cylinder part number ends in a C no 
action is required. The part number is located on 
the side and near the top of the cylinder.

WARRANTY COVERAGE:
See last page

SPECIAL TOOLS:
An overhead hoist suitable to remove/install the 
hoist cylinder.
Dual body props - safety wedge locks are available 
from many truck equipment suppliers.
Spanner wrench to remove gland.
Dead blow hammer to strike 
the spanner wrench. 
Buckets to collect oil, oil 
absorbing mats, & clean rags.
Optional strap wrench to hold 
chromed cylinder stage.
Clean hydraulic oil.

PARTS AVAILABILITY: June 25, 2018

Black spray paint. 
PARTS REQUIRED:

HXX Cylinder Part Numbers
15 yard 12 yard

Vactor P/N 45826H-30 45826G-30
Prince P/N BN-0341 BN-0342

Kit Part Numbers
Vactor P/N 45826HK-30 45826GK-30
Prince P/N CD-0100 CD-0101
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Serial Number
11-06V-12661             
11-06V-12662             
11-08V-12732             
11-08V-12741             
11-09V-12771             
11-09V-12781             
11-11V-12834             
11-11V-12842             
11-12V-12894             
11-12V-12901             
11-12V-12903             
12-01V-12934             
12-01V-12946             
12-02V-12956             
12-02V-12961             
12-02V-12964             
12-02V-12974             
12-02V-12990             
12-03V-13001             
12-03V-13013             
12-03V-13014             
12-03V-13027             
12-03V-13044             
12-04V-13075             
12-04V-13080             
12-04V-13086             
12-04V-13088             
12-04V-13105             
12-04V-13109             
12-04V-13118             
12-05V-13085             
12-05V-13090             
12-05V-13092             
12-05V-13103             
12-05V-13104             
12-05V-13140             
12-05V-13159             
12-06V-13163             
12-06V-13173             
12-06V-13178             
12-06V-13189             
12-06V-13190             
12-06V-13191             
12-06V-13202             
12-06V-13203             
12-06V-13216             

Serial Number
12-06V-13217             
12-06V-13218             
12-07V-13221             
12-07V-13224             
12-07V-13225             
12-07V-13227             
12-07V-13233             
12-07V-13237             
12-07V-13243             
12-07V-13245             
12-07V-13255             
12-08V-13264             
12-08V-13265             
12-08V-13266             
12-08V-13288             
12-08V-13292             
12-08V-13304             
12-08V-13309             
12-08V-13311             
12-08V-13320             
12-08V-13324             
12-09V-13328             
12-09V-13333             
12-09V-13338             
12-09V-13344             
12-09V-13348             
12-09V-13363             
12-10V-13390             
12-10V-13396             
12-10V-13407             
12-10V-13413             
12-10V-13418             
12-10V-13431             
12-10V-13443             
12-10V-13455             
12-10V-13460             
12-11V-13467             
12-11V-13468             
12-11V-13473             
12-11V-13474             
12-11V-13475             
12-11V-13487             
12-11V-13494             
12-11V-13500             
12-11V-13509             
12-11V-13515             

Serial Number
12-12V-13524             
12-12V-13527             
12-12V-13528             
12-12V-13532             
12-12V-13536             
12-12V-13541             
12-12V-13560             
12-12V-13561             
12-12V-13565             
12-12V-13567             
13-01V-13579             
13-01V-13581             
13-01V-13587             
13-01V-13592             
13-01V-13598             
13-01V-13605             
13-01V-13610             
13-01V-13626             
13-01V-13637             
13-01V-13639             
13-02V-13667             
13-02V-13673             
13-02V-13680             
13-02V-13692             
13-02V-13708             
13-02V-13712             
13-03V-13715             
13-03V-13718             
13-03V-13719             
13-03V-13722             
13-03V-13729             
13-03V-13746             
13-03V-13749             
13-03V-13754             
13-03V-13755             
13-03V-13756             
13-03V-13767             
13-03V-13771             
13-03V-13772             
13-03V-13781             
13-03V-13782             
13-03V-13787             
13-03V-13788             
13-04V-13794             
13-04V-13796             
13-04V-13797             

Serial Number
13-04V-13798
13-04V-13807             
13-04V-13810             
13-04V-13815             
13-04V-13821             
13-04V-13824             
13-04V-13825             
13-04V-13830             
13-04V-13838             
13-04V-13843             
13-04V-13849             
13-05V-13846             
13-05V-13854             
13-05V-13859             
13-05V-13862             
13-05V-13873             
13-05V-13876             
13-05V-13885             
13-05V-13886             
13-05V-13889             
13-05V-13899             
13-05V-13900             
13-05V-13901             
13-06V-13919             
13-06V-13921             
13-06V-13929             
13-06V-13932             
13-06V-13933             
13-06V-13951             
13-06V-13952             
13-06V-13953             
13-06V-13961             
13-06V-13964             
13-06V-13965             
13-07V-13972             
13-07V-13982             
13-07V-13983             
13-07V-13984             
13-07V-13987             
13-07V-13988             
13-07V-13994             
13-07V-13997             
13-07V-13998             
13-07V-14004             
13-07V-14009             
13-07V-14011             

Serial Number
13-07V-14012             
13-07V-14018             
13-08V-14032             
13-08V-14035             
13-08V-14038             
13-08V-14040             
13-08V-14043             
13-08V-14048             
13-08V-14052             
13-08V-14055             
13-08V-14061             
13-08V-14065             
13-08V-14074             
13-08V-14075             
13-08V-14082             
13-09V-14086             
13-09V-14087             
13-09V-14096             
13-09V-14097             
13-09V-14098             
13-09V-14100             
13-09V-14117             
13-09V-14118             
13-09V-14119             
13-09V-14121             
13-09V-14125             
13-09V-14130             
13-09V-14131             
13-09V-14132             
13-09V-14136             
13-09V-14143             
13-10V-14153             
13-10V-14167             
13-10V-14169             
13-10V-14170             
13-10V-14171             
13-10V-14172             
13-10V-14174             
13-10V-14175             
13-10V-14176             
13-10V-14184             
13-10V-14186             
13-10V-14187             
13-10V-14188             
13-10V-14189             
13-10V-14207             
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Serial Number
13-10V-14208             
13-10V-14209             
13-10V-14210             
13-10V-14218             
13-10V-14219             
13-10V-14220             
13-10V-14221             
13-11V-14237             
13-11V-14249             
13-11V-14250             
13-11V-14251             
13-11V-14252             
13-11V-14254             
13-11V-14255             
13-11V-14256             
13-11V-14257             
13-11V-14259             
13-11V-14260             
13-11V-14261             
13-11V-14262             
13-11V-14263             
13-11V-14272             
13-11V-14273             
13-11V-14274             
13-12V-14276             
13-12V-14279             
13-12V-14284             
13-12V-14285             
13-12V-14291             
13-12V-14292             
13-12V-14301             
13-12V-14302             
13-12V-14311             
13-12V-14324             
13-12V-14326             
13-12V-14327             
13-12V-14332             
14-01V-14328             
14-01V-14329             
14-01V-14330             
14-01V-14331             
14-01V-14341             
14-01V-14342             
14-01V-14343             
14-01V-14344             
14-01V-14353             

Serial Number
14-01V-14355             
14-01V-14356             
14-01V-14357             
14-01V-14358             
14-01V-14359             
14-01V-14362             
14-01V-14364             
14-01V-14368             
14-01V-14370             
14-01V-14371             
14-01V-14379             
14-01V-14381             
14-01V-14384             
14-01V-14385             
14-01V-14389             
14-01V-14400             
14-01V-14402             
14-02V-14394             
14-02V-14398             
14-02V-14399             
14-02V-14410             
14-02V-14417             
14-02V-14420             
14-02V-14422             
14-02V-14423             
14-02V-14424             
14-02V-14425             
14-02V-14447             
14-02V-14448             
14-02V-14449             
14-02V-14450             
14-02V-14459             
14-02V-14461             
14-02V-14462             
14-02V-14463             
14-02V-14464             
14-02V-14465             
14-03V-14472             
14-03V-14480             
14-03V-14481             
14-03V-14483             
14-03V-14484             
14-03V-14485             
14-03V-14486             
14-03V-14487             
14-03V-14488             

Serial Number
14-03V-14489             
14-03V-14490             
14-03V-14496             
14-03V-14499             
14-03V-14500             
14-03V-14501             
14-03V-14502             
14-03V-14505             
14-03V-14512             
14-03V-14515             
14-04V-14519             
14-04V-14520             
14-04V-14523             
14-04V-14527             
14-04V-14530             
14-04V-14534             
14-04V-14537             
14-04V-14542             
14-04V-14544             
14-04V-14546             
14-04V-14558             
14-04V-14559             
14-04V-14566             
14-04V-14571             
14-04V-14578             
14-04V-14579             
14-04V-14584             
14-04V-14588             
14-04V-14589             
14-04V-14596             
14-04V-14599             
14-05V-14591             
14-05V-14594             
14-05V-14601             
14-05V-14602             
14-05V-14611             
14-05V-14617             
14-05V-14618             
14-05V-14621             
14-05V-14624             
14-05V-14632             
14-05V-14635             
14-05V-14638             
14-05V-14639             
14-05V-14644             
14-05V-14648             

Serial Number
14-05V-14651             
14-05V-14653             
14-05V-14655             
14-05V-14656             
14-05V-14661             
14-05V-14665             
14-05V-14667             
14-05V-14670             
14-05V-14672             
14-06V-14675             
14-06V-14684             
14-06V-14687             
14-06V-14688             
14-06V-14689             
14-06V-14693             
14-06V-14695             
14-06V-14699             
14-06V-14707             
14-06V-14709             
14-06V-14710             
14-06V-14711             
14-06V-14717             
14-06V-14719             
14-06V-14722             
14-06V-14725             
14-06V-14726             
14-06V-14734             
14-06V-14735             
14-06V-14737             
14-06V-14740             
14-06V-14752             
14-07V-14739             
14-07V-14753             
14-07V-14756             
14-07V-14759             
14-07V-14760             
14-07V-14764             
14-07V-14767             
14-07V-14768             
14-07V-14774             
14-07V-14777             
14-07V-14784             
14-07V-14790             
14-07V-14791             
14-07V-14792             
14-07V-14793             

Serial Number
14-07V-14794             
14-07V-14795             
14-07V-14807             
14-07V-14813             
14-07V-14815             
14-07V-14816             
14-07V-14817             
14-07V-14818             
14-07V-14821             
14-08V-14829             
14-08V-14832             
14-08V-14833             
14-08V-14834             
14-08V-14838             
14-08V-14841             
14-08V-14870             
14-08V-14871             
14-08V-14872             
14-08V-14873             
14-08V-14875             
14-08V-14876             
14-08V-14877             
14-08V-14878             
14-08V-14879             
14-08V-14880             
14-08V-14881             
14-08V-14889             
14-08V-14890             
14-08V-14892             
14-08V-14894             
14-08V-14895             
14-08V-14896             
14-08V-14897             
14-08V-14904             
14-09V-14905             
14-09V-14908             
14-09V-14909             
14-09V-14910             
14-09V-14911             
14-09V-14915             
14-09V-14918             
14-09V-14921             
14-09V-14922             
14-09V-14925             
14-09V-14930             
14-09V-14934             
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Serial Number
14-09V-14936             
14-09V-14938             
14-09V-14940             
14-09V-14941             
14-09V-14945             
14-09V-14953             
14-09V-14962             
14-09V-14963             
14-09V-14964             
14-09V-14966             
14-09V-14968             
14-09V-14969             
14-09V-14970             
14-09V-14973             
14-10V-14976             
14-10V-14977             
14-10V-14979             
14-10V-14982             
14-10V-14985             
14-10V-14986             
14-10V-14990             
14-10V-15013             
14-10V-15014             
14-10V-15015             
14-10V-15022             
14-10V-15023             
14-10V-15024             
14-10V-15025             
14-10V-15026             
14-10V-15033             
14-10V-15034             
14-10V-15035             
14-10V-15043             
14-10V-15044             
14-10V-15045             
14-10V-15046             
14-10V-15047             
14-10V-15056             
14-10V-15057             
14-10V-15058             
14-10V-15063             
14-10V-15064             
14-11V-15066             
14-11V-15067             
14-11V-15068             
14-11V-15069             

Serial Number
14-11V-15070             
14-11V-15071             
14-11V-15075             
14-11V-15077             
14-11V-15080             
14-11V-15083             
14-11V-15084             
14-11V-15087             
14-11V-15089             
14-11V-15097             
14-11V-15098             
14-11V-15099             
14-11V-15101             
14-11V-15106             
14-11V-15111             
14-11V-15120             
14-11V-15122             
14-12V-15132             
14-12V-15133             
14-12V-15134             
14-12V-15135             
14-12V-15136             
14-12V-15139             
14-12V-15140             
14-12V-15141             
14-12V-15145             
14-12V-15148             
14-12V-15151             
14-12V-15154             
14-12V-15157             
14-12V-15158             
14-12V-15161             
14-12V-15162             
14-12V-15175             
14-12V-15176             
14-12V-15177             
14-12V-15180             
14-12V-15181             
14-12V-15185             
14-12V-15187             
14-12V-15189             
15-01V-15190             
15-01V-15198             
15-01V-15199             
15-01V-15207             
15-01V-15209             

Serial Number
15-01V-15210             
15-01V-15211             
15-01V-15223             
15-01V-15224             
15-01V-15225             
15-01V-15226             
15-01V-15227             
15-01V-15228             
15-01V-15235             
15-01V-15236             
15-01V-15237             
15-01V-15238             
15-01V-15243             
15-01V-15256             
15-01V-15257             
15-01V-15258             
15-01V-15259             
15-01V-15260             
15-01V-15261             
15-01V-15262             
15-01V-15263             
15-01V-15264             
15-02V-15266             
15-02V-15268             
15-02V-15274             
15-02V-15275             
15-02V-15276             
15-02V-15277             
15-02V-15278             
15-02V-15289             
15-02V-15290             
15-02V-15291             
15-02V-15292             
15-02V-15293             
15-02V-15301             
15-02V-15302             
15-02V-15303             
15-02V-15304             
15-02V-15305             
15-02V-15306             
15-02V-15307             
15-02V-15314             
15-02V-15315             
15-02V-15319             
15-02V-15321             
15-02V-15324             

Serial Number
15-02V-15327             
15-02V-15328             
15-02V-15329             
15-02V-15332             
15-03V-15339             
15-03V-15343             
15-03V-15344             
15-03V-15350             
15-03V-15355             
15-03V-15356             
15-03V-15357             
15-03V-15360             
15-03V-15363             
15-03V-15364             
15-03V-15370             
15-03V-15373             
15-03V-15376             
15-03V-15377             
15-03V-15380             
15-03V-15384             
15-03V-15385             
15-03V-15386             
15-03V-15387             
15-03V-15388             
15-03V-15390             
15-03V-15391             
15-03V-15397             
15-03V-15401             
15-03V-15402             
15-03V-15403             
15-03V-15406             
15-03V-15409             
15-03V-15412             
15-03V-15420             
15-03V-15421             
15-03V-15428             
15-04V-15429             
15-04V-15431             
15-04V-15432             
15-04V-15435             
15-04V-15436             
15-04V-15437             
15-04V-15448             
15-04V-15449             
15-04V-15451             
15-04V-15452             

Serial Number
15-04V-15453             
15-04V-15454             
15-04V-15457             
15-04V-15466             
15-04V-15467             
15-04V-15468             
15-04V-15471             
15-04V-15474             
15-04V-15479             
15-04V-15483             
15-04V-15484             
15-04V-15486             
15-04V-15487             
15-04V-15491             
15-04V-15492             
15-04V-15498             
15-05V-15499             
15-05V-15500             
15-05V-15509             
15-05V-15510             
15-05V-15511             
15-05V-15518             
15-05V-15524             
15-05V-15525             
15-05V-15532             
15-05V-15534             
15-05V-15536             
15-05V-15542             
15-05V-15545             
15-05V-15549             
15-05V-15556             
15-05V-15566             
15-06V-15567             
15-06V-15568             
15-06V-15569             
15-06V-15570             
15-06V-15571             
15-06V-15572             
15-06V-15588             
15-06V-15590             
15-06V-15593             
15-06V-15594             
15-06V-15596             
15-06V-15599             
15-06V-15600             
15-06V-15601             
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Serial Number
15-06V-15602             
15-06V-15622             
15-07V-15630             
15-07V-15639             
15-07V-15644             
15-07V-15645             
15-07V-15649             
15-07V-15651             
15-07V-15652             
15-07V-15653             
15-07V-15663             
15-07V-15670             
15-07V-15671             
15-07V-15679             
15-07V-15680             
15-07V-15681             
15-07V-15683             
15-08V-15684             
15-08V-15693             
15-08V-15694             
15-08V-15695             
15-08V-15696             
15-08V-15698             
15-08V-15699             
15-08V-15700             
15-08V-15713             
15-08V-15719             
15-08V-15724             
15-08V-15725             
15-08V-15728             
15-08V-15731             
15-08V-15734             
15-08V-15738             
15-08V-15739             
15-09V-15745             
15-09V-15746             
15-09V-15747             
15-09V-15748             
15-09V-15749             
15-09V-15752             
15-09V-15754             
15-09V-15756             
15-09V-15775             
15-09V-15779             
15-09V-15783             
15-09V-15784             

Serial Number
15-09V-15786             
15-09V-15787             
15-09V-15788             
15-09V-15794             
15-10V-15805             
15-10V-15808             
15-10V-15809             
15-10V-15810             
15-10V-15815             
15-10V-15816             
15-10V-15822             
15-10V-15823             
15-10V-15832             
15-10V-15833             
15-10V-15836             
15-10V-15841             
15-10V-15844             
15-10V-15847             
15-10V-15850             
15-10V-15855             
15-10V-15859             
15-10V-15860             
15-11V-15861             
15-11V-15878             
15-11V-15880             
15-11V-15887             
15-11V-15892             
15-11V-15893             
15-11V-15894             
15-11V-15895             
15-11V-15897             
15-11V-15898             
15-11V-15906             
15-11V-15907             
15-11V-15908             
15-11V-15909             
15-11V-15917             
15-12V-15920             
15-12V-15921             
15-12V-15930             
15-12V-15942             
15-12V-15945             
15-12V-15948             
15-12V-15958             
15-12V-15961             
15-12V-15964             

Serial Number
15-12V-15965             
15-12V-15970             
15-12V-15971             
15-12V-15974             
16-01V-15975             
16-01V-15976             
16-01V-15986             
16-01V-15988             
16-01V-15989             
16-01V-15990             
16-01V-15998             
16-01V-16002             
16-01V-16003             
16-01V-16004             
16-01V-16012             
16-01V-16014             
16-01V-16016             
16-02V-16028             
16-02V-16029             
16-02V-16037             
16-02V-16041             
16-02V-16050             
16-02V-16055             
16-02V-16062             
16-02V-16066             
16-02V-16068             
16-02V-16075             
16-02V-16078             
16-03V-16080             
16-03V-16084             
16-03V-16097             
16-03V-16104             
16-03V-16112             
16-03V-16113             
16-03V-16123             
16-03V-16126             
16-03V-16133             
16-04V-16144             
16-04V-16147             
16-04V-16148             
16-04V-16149             
16-04V-16168             
16-04V-16173             
16-04V-16179             
16-04V-16183             
16-05V-16194             

Serial Number
16-05V-16195             
16-05V-16196             
16-05V-16205             
16-05V-16224             
16-06V-16230             
16-06V-16231             
16-06V-16251             
16-06V-16256             
16-06V-16257             
16-06V-16259             
16-06V-16261             
16-06V-16266             
16-06V-16283             
16-07V-16292             
16-07V-16295             
16-07V-16315             
16-07V-16318             
16-07V-16326             
16-08V-16336             
16-08V-16341             
16-08V-16347             
16-08V-16367             
16-09V-16377             
16-09V-16401             
16-09V-16402             
16-09V-16409             
16-09V-16410             
16-09V-16421             
16-09V-16423             
16-10V-16427             
16-10V-16435             
16-10V-16437             
16-10V-16460             
16-11V-16492             
16-11V-16506             
16-12V-16509             
16-12V-16547             
17-01V-16564             
17-01V-16589             
17-02V-16604             
17-02V-16617             



Operational Safety
All dumping/cleaning/decanting operations require 
that the unit be positioned with the unit on firm 
level ground in a clear area away from any other 
equipment, personnel and overhead wires or 
obstructions. Bystanders must be kept at safe 
distance from the work area. Everyone should be 
clear of the rear area during dumping operations.

DUMPING PROCEDURE:

1.  Decant if required.
2.  Slowly open the rear door to full open.
3.  Slowly raise the debris body as needed.
4.  If equipped, use the vibrator as needed.
5.  Verify the debris body is clear to lower and 

fully lower it.
6.  Verify the rear door is clear to lower and fully 

lower it.
CLEANING PROCEDURE:

1. Slowly open the rear door enough to set the 
rear door safety props in place and slowly 
lower the door to the prop.

2. Slowly raise the debris body three feet up at 
the front.

3. Verify everyone is clear of the area before 
cleaning.

4. If equipped activate the washout system until 
clean.

5. If equipped, use the onboard handgun to 
clean up. Special attention should be used 
on the float balls, rear door seal and sealing 
surface.

6. This is a good time to perform a walk around 
inspection for leaks and damage.

7. Lower the debris body after it has fully 
drained and close the rear door.
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! WARNING
Crushing Hazard
NEVER leave body raised or partly 
raised while vehicle is unattended 
or while performing maintenance or 
service under body unless body is propped to 
prevent accidental lowering. [Always disengage 
PTO when hoist is not in use or when moving 
vehicle.] The debris body MUST BE empty for 
service work.
NEVER attempt to raise body when vehicle is on 
unlevel ground.
Rear door MUST BE opened before the front 
of the body is 3 feet above the chassis frame. 
Operator must remain at controls during all 
operations.



3" wide x 7" tall

.125 corner radius

Electrocution hazard

Serious injury or death can 

result from electrocution.

Check for overhead wires and 

obstructions before raising or 

moving boom. Do not leave 

boom raised while vehicle is 

unattended. Do not move 

vehicle unless boom is in travel 

mode. Do not allow boom to 

contact the vehicle or any 

obstruction.

Be aware of the vehicle's 

surroundings before operating 

any of the boom functions to 

prevent death,  injury or 

equipment damage.

Refer to SAFETY

section in manual.
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E0010 - Decal layout specifications
E0008 - Graphic film - polycarbonate

DECAL,WARNING BOX/DOOR PROP

Crushing hazard.
Serious injury or death can result 
from falling debris body.
Never go under a raised debris 
body without the safety prop(s) in 
place. Debris body must be clean 
and  empty for service work.
On firm level ground raise the body 
above the height of the props. Tilt the 
prop(s) in place. Lower debris body 
until it just rests on the prop(s).  Use 
all props.
Shut down and lock out the entire 
system and chassis before servicing.
Unload any items stored in debris 
body before using machine.

Crushing hazard.
Serious injury or death can result 
from falling rear door. Never go 
under the rear door when open.
Use door prop(s) or safety pin(s) 
to secure door before entering 
body, working under or around the 
door.
Open the rear door to just clear the 
prop(s) and lower door until it just 
rests on the prop(s). On units that 
use a safety pin(s) open the door 
until the pin holes are aligned and 
insert pin. Use all props or pins.
Shut down and lock out the entire 
system and chassis before servicing.
Unload any items stored in debris 
body before using machine.

Electrocution hazard.
Serious injury or death can result 
from electrocution.
Check for overhead wires and 
obstructions before raising debris 
body, opening rear door or raising 
optional equipment. Never leave 
debris body, rear door or optional 
equipment raised or partly raised 
while vehicle is unattended. Never 
move vehicle with debris body, 
rear door or optional equipment 
raised.
Be aware of the vehicle's 
surroundings before operating any of 
the hydraulic functions to prevent 
death,  injury or equipment damage.

1800128 rE

WARNING!! WARNING!!WARNING!! Decal is 9.500 wide by 6.250 tall
Corner radius .250

Trim line

Refer to manual for details.

Updated for more unit variations AC 1-29-2010

AC 10-12-04 NONE 1800128

10921

DECANTING PROCEDURE:

1. If not equipped with an optional valve turn on 
the vacuum system and operate in mid-range. 
Unfold the nylon flat-hose and let it hang 
down into the manhole opening. Turn off the 
vacuum to allow the liquids to flow out.

2. If equipped with an optional valve open the 
valve and drain until complete and close the 
valve. If the drain port plugs with debris the 
vacuum system can be used to pull the debris 
clear of the port.

3. To get the remaining liquid slowly raise the 
debris body three feet up at the front.

4. When done close the valve if equipped or 
lower the debris body.

5. Refold the hose and place it back into its 
bracket.

NOTICE
Safe Work Zone
Bystanders must be kept a minimum of 15 
feet from the work area. NEVER stand directly 
behind the truck when raising or lowering the 
body.
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! WARNING
Crushing hazard
NEVER go under a raised loaded 
debris body. To avoid injury or 
death:
• Empty debris body before service work.
• Always use the body prop when the debris 

body is raised for service.
• NEVER disconnect check valve with the 

debris body in raised position. Debris body 
will fall.

• NEVER remove the bleeder screw from 
cylinder with pressure on the cylinder. 
Debris body will fall. Only loosen bleeder 
screw to bleed air from cylinder.

• NEVER loosen or disconnect any hydraulic 
components while the hydraulic pump is 
running.
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Preparation
Empty and clean out the debris body.
Shut down the unit on level ground, set the brake, 
and follow lockout/tagout procedures.

 WARNING
SAFETY WARNING for cylinder 
disassembly, inspection, 
and repair: Please read and 
understand all instructions 
before proceeding. Any person 
attempting to repair the cylinder 
must take reasonable safety 
precautions to prevent serious 
personal injury. If they feel 
they cannot safely follow the 
instructions or make the repairs 
they should not proceed. 

NOTE: The procedure outlined below will normally take 
more than one person to safely complete. Also 
be prepared for the possibility of several quarts 
of oil spilling from the cylinder as it is removed 
from the truck and rebuilt. 



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:

NOTICE
Safe Work Zone
Bystanders must be kept a minimum of 15 
feet from the work area. NEVER stand directly 
behind the truck when raising or lowering the 
body.
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Testing and Inspection of the body lift telescopic 
cylinder before removal from truck: 

1.  The first step is to determine if the cylinder is in 
good enough condition to be rebuilt. 

2.  Follow all safety instructions and warnings 
detailed in the operator manual or outlined on 
warning labels. 

3.  Confirm that the oil level in the hydraulic reservoir 
is within safe operating range. 

4.  With the body empty completely raise and lower 
the empty body two or three times. While doing 
this observe from a safe location on the ground 
the operation of the telescopic cylinder that lifts 
the body.

5.  The telescopic cylinder should smoothly raise the 
body without unusual hesitation or binding. As 
the cylinder extends to raise the body the largest 
chromed stage of the telescopic cylinder should 
extend fully before the next smaller chromed 
stage begins to move. Two or more stages 
should not be moving at the same time when the 
cylinder is extending. This rebuild will replace 
the smallest chromed stage. If there is an issue 
when the larger chromed stages are moving 
then there could be damage to the cylinder and 
additional inspection and repair not covered in these rebuild 
instructions may be necessary. Consult with a Vactor factory 
service representative on how best to proceed.

6.  The telescopic cylinder should smoothly lower the body 
without sudden movement or binding. As the cylinder 
retracts to lower the body the smallest chromed stage of 
the telescopic cylinder should retract fully before the next 
larger chromed stage begins to move. Two or more stages 
should not be moving at the same time when the cylinder 
is retracting. If there is an issue when the larger chromed 
stages are moving then there could be damage to the 
cylinder and additional inspection and repair not covered 
in these rebuild instructions may be necessary. Consult 
with a Vactor factory service representative on how best to 
proceed.

7.  Follow all safety instructions outlined in the operator manual 
to support body on the safety stand for preliminary inspection 
of the cylinder.

8.  Using a ladder and any necessary safety equipment 
visually inspect the outside of the telescopic cylinder where 
it is attached to the frame rails of the truck. Note if there 
is damage to the cross frame, the mounting tangs where 
the bottom of the telescopic cylinder is attached, or the 
cylinder attachment pin. If any of these have been damaged 
additional inspection and repair not covered in these rebuild 
instructions may be necessary. Consult with a Vactor factory 
service representative on how best to proceed. 



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:
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Note: Check if there is significant fresh oil leakage from around 
the chromed stages caused by the raising and lowering of 
the body. This rebuild will address the leakage from around 
the smallest chromed stage. However, if there is leakage 
from around the other stages, a complete cylinder rebuild 
or a new cylinder is needed. Consult with a Vactor factory 
service representative on how best to proceed. 

Note: Check if there is damage to or leakage from the hydraulic 
lines attached to the cylinder. If these are damaged, they will 
need to be replaced. 

Instructions for removing the telescopic cylinder from the 
truck

The following is the general procedure, but will vary with some 
options and models.
Empty and clean out the debris body.
Shut down the unit on level ground, set the brake, and follow 
lockout/tagout procedures. 

9.  Raise the debris body and secure with the safety props
10. Shut down the system
11. Secure the hoist cylinder with suitable straps
12. Disconnect the hoist cylinder from the debris body by 

removing the caps and bolts
13. Power up the unit and hydraulic system and power the hoist 

cylinder enough to clear the caps
14. Shut down the system
15. Disconnect and cap the hydraulic hoses and hoist cylinder 

ports. Be prepared for some oil spillage and clean up.
16. Attach the hoist to the straps on the cylinder and position to 

remove the lower pin
17. Remove the lower pin
18. Use the crane to remove the hoist cylinder from the unit.



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:
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Instructions For Inspection and Rebuilding of the Small Stage 
of Telescopic Cylinder: 

1.  After removing the cylinder from the truck, allow oil to drain 
from the extend and retract ports. Please note that because 
of the internal construction, not all the oil can be drained 
from the cylinder. Be prepared for the possibility of several 
quarts of oil spilling from the cylinder as it is taken apart. 

2.  Secure the cylinder horizontally on a suitably sturdy work 
bench. 

3.  Inspect the packing glands on the chromed stages of the 
telescopic cylinder. This rebuild will only replace the smallest 
packing gland. If there is damage or significant corrosion 
to the larger packing glands, then additional inspection 
and repair not covered in these rebuild instructions may be 
necessary. If oil is leaking from around the larger packing 
glands additional inspection and repair not covered in these 
rebuild instructions may be necessary. Consult with a Vactor 
factory service representative on how best to proceed. 

4.  Remove any debris from the exterior of the cylinder glands 
and clean thoroughly to prevent contamination from entering 
cylinder during rebuild. 

3

2

1



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:

Example of a damaged cylinder rod
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5.  Install the spanner wrench onto the smallest gland. 
6.  Strike spanner wrench sharply with a dead blow hammer 

to loosen the gland from the mating chromed tube stage 
(counter clockwise). This may take several attempts. 

7.  If the gland will not loosen, pull 
the chromed tube stage out a few 
inches. Place strap wrench on the 
chromed tube stage and again strike 
spanner wrench sharply to loosen 
the gland.

8.  To prevent damage to the chrome 
tube stage DO NOT use a chain wrench or similar tool.

Note: Use just enough force on the spanner wrench to unthread 
the gland. If any galling resistance is felt, stop all movement 
and reverse slightly. It may be possible to continue by 
gently rotating and working the gland while lightly tapping 
on the second stage tube. After removal, carefully inspect 
the threads for damage. It may be necessary to clean up 
any minor damage. A 3M Scotch-Brite™ EXL Unitized 
wheel (3” diameter x 1/4”) works well. Care must be used to 
contain the debris by stuffing some rags into the tube and 
by carefully cleaning the tube’s inner area and threads of all 
debris.

9.  Place buckets to collect oil and unthread the gland fully. 
Then carefully begin to pull out the small cylinder stage. It 
may be necessary to hold the larger stages in place while 
pulling out the small stage. At this point, only pull the small 
stage out about 10 inches and push the packing gland 
back toward the chrome stage it was removed from so the 
chromed tube of the small stage can be inspected. 

10. Visually inspect the first 10 inches of small stage where it 
attaches to the rod end. Look for any signs of stretching, 
cracking of the chrome surface, or necking down of the 
tube. If this type of damage is clearly present on the 
cylinder, do not proceed with the rebuild as defined here. 
Additional inspection and repair not covered in these rebuild 
instructions may be necessary or it may need to be replaced. 
Consult with a Vactor factory service representative on how 
best to proceed. 

5
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PROCEDURE CONTINUED:
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11. If possible, support the small stage using a strap attached 
to an overhead jib; otherwise a second person should assist 
in supporting the small stage as it is removed. Carefully 
remove the small stage assembly and set aside. 

12. Using a flashlight visually inspect the honed inside diameter 
surface of the mating chromed tube stage that the small 
stage was removed from. There will be spiral honing marks 
and mostly likely some longitudinal scratches. However, 
there should not be any galling or significant surface 
damage.

13. Clean the threads and tube end with a lint free rag.
14. Remove port plugs from new small stage assembly. Remove 

any protective covering and port plugs from the piston end.

11
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PROCEDURE CONTINUED:

15

16

17
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15. Apply oil to the piston and bearing rings of the new small 
stage. Align the piston of the new small stage with the open 
end of the mating chromed tube stage of the telescopic 
cylinder. If possible, support the small stage using a strap 
attached to an overhead jib; otherwise a second person 
should assist in supporting the small stage as it is installed.

16. Carefully begin to install the small stage assembly into the 
mating chromed tube stage of the telescopic cylinder while 
centering and compressing the cast iron piston rings. It may 
be necessary to rock the small stage assembly back and 
forth to get the piston rings to slide into the tube. It may be 
necessary to compress the piston rings. Finger pressure 
should only be needed.

17. Push the small stage in fully and apply oil to the seals on 
the gland. Thread the gland in fully by hand being careful 
not to cross thread the parts. Using the spanner wrench, by 
hand, seat the gland against the end of the mating chromed 
tube stage (see photo). Once seated, strike spanner wrench 
sharply with dead blow hammer twice. 

18. Fully collapse the cylinder, reinstall port plugs, and paint 
exposed rod end and gland. 



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:

Bleeder
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Instructions for reinstalling the telescopic cylinder on the 
truck and then the purging of air from the cylinder
Reinstalling the Cylinder

1.  Using the crane, raise the hydraulic hoist cylinder in place 
over the lower cylinder blocks.

2.  Reinstall the lower rod pin, fasteners and hoses.
3.  Power up the unit and hydraulic system. Top off the hydraulic 

oil tank.
4.  Use the crane to guide it up to the extended position and into 

the trunnion blocks on debris body. Monitor the hydraulic oil 
and add oil as required.

5.  Reinstall the trunnion blocks and fasteners. At this point 
the hoist cylinder will not be fully filled with oil and will not 
function properly.

6.  Raise the debris body with the crane enough to remove the 
safety props and lower the safety prop to its stored position.

7.  Slowly lower the debris body using the crane and retracting 
the hoist cylinder as needed until the debris body has been 
fully lowered.

8.  Remove the crane and any rigging
 
Air purging

9.  Raise the debris body and cylinder to full extension and 
leave extended for several minutes to allow air to rise to the 
top of the cylinder.

10. Lower the debris body until the front of the debris body is 
approximately four inches off of the subframe.

11. Crack the bleeder valve open at this time. DO NOT remove 
the bleeder.

Note: Bleeding air from the lift cylinder can result in a discharge 
of hydraulic oil from the cylinder. Make sure the vehicle is 
in an appropriate area for cleanup. Make sure surrounding 
personnel are aware of the procedure.

12. Wait until all trapped air has escaped from the valve and a 
full stream of hydraulic oil is escaping from the valve.

13. At this point the cylinder is bled, and the bleeder valve can 
be closed.

Poor hoist performance.
Air in the lift cylinder can cause many problems including:
• Failure to lift
• Jerky hoist operation
• Lift cylinder won’t raise to full extension
• Lift cylinder drops several inches when lowered

2
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PROCEDURE CONTINUED:
! WARNING

Crushing hazard
NEVER go under a raised loaded 
debris body. To avoid injury or 
death:
• Empty debris body before service work.
• Always use the body prop when the debris 

body is raised for service.
• NEVER disconnect check valve with the 

debris body in raised position. Debris body 
will fall.

• NEVER remove the bleeder screw from 
cylinder with pressure on the cylinder. 
Debris body will fall. Only loosen bleeder 
screw to bleed air from cylinder.

• NEVER loosen or disconnect any hydraulic 
components while the hydraulic pump is 
running.
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Testing of cylinder after it is reinstalled. 
This final step is to determine if the cylinder is 
operating properly after it has been purged of air. 
Follow all safety instructions and warnings detailed in 
the operator manual or outlined on warning labels. 

1.  Confirm that the oil level in the hydraulic reservoir 
is within safe operating range. 

2.  Completely raise and lower the empty body two 
or three times. While doing this observe from a 
safe location on the ground the operation of the 
telescopic cylinder that lifts the body.

3.  The telescopic cylinder should smoothly raise the 
body without unusual hesitation or binding. As 
the cylinder extends to raise the body the largest 
chromed stage of the telescopic cylinder should 
extend fully before the next smaller chromed 
stage begins to move. Two or more stages 
should not be moving at the same time when the 
cylinder is extending. If unusual movement of the 
stages is noted, repeat the air purge procedure 
and again completely raise and lower the empty body 
two or three times. Repeat a third time if necessary. If the 
issue persists, there could be damage to the cylinder and 
additional inspection and repair not covered in these rebuild 
instructions may be necessary. Consult with a Vactor factory 
service representative on how best to proceed.

4.  The telescopic cylinder should smoothly lower the body 
without sudden movement or binding. As the cylinder 
retracts to lower the body, the smallest chromed stage of 
the telescopic cylinder should retract fully before the next 
larger chromed stage begins to move. Two or more stages 
should not be moving at the same time when the cylinder 
is retracting. If unusual movement of the stages is noted, 
repeat the air purge procedure and again completely raise 
and lower the empty body two or three times. Repeat a 
third time if necessary. If the issue persists, there could be 
damage to the cylinder and additional inspection and repair 
not covered in these rebuild instructions may be necessary. 
Consult with a Vactor factory service representative on how 
best to proceed.

5.  Follow all safety instructions outlined in the operator manual 
to support body on the safety stand for final inspection of the 
cylinder.

6.  Using a ladder and any necessary safety equipment, visually 
inspect the outside of the telescopic cylinder. Note if there is 
significant fresh oil leakage from around the chromed stages 
or the hoses caused by the raising and lowering of the 
body. If there is leakage from around the stages, a complete 
cylinder rebuild or a new cylinder is needed. Consult with 
a Vactor factory service representative on how best to 
proceed. 
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RefeRence - Bolt toRque



PROCEDURE CONTINUED:
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Warranty Coverage and Claim Submittal
The ESG dealer should submit a claim for warranty.
Only claims that meet the failure mode of this bulletin will be covered, all others should contact Vactor 
service department for assistance.
Use the following information when submitting a warranty claim:
CAUSAL PART: 45826H-30 OR 45826G-30
To create the FAULT CODE, click HYDRAULICS (08) click DEBRIS BODY LIFT CYLINDER (0644), and then 

click REBUILD (03).
In the FAULT FOUND drop down list, select DESIGN UPGRADE.
In the CAUSED BY drop down list, select Factory Upgrade.
To enter the Service procedures, perform the following:
 For INSTALLED PART # 45826HK-30 OR 45826GK-30, select HYDRAULICS (08), select DEBRIS 

BODY LIFT CYLINDER (0644), and then select REBUILD (03).
 Standard Repair Time (SRT) of 5 hrs and 0 min is allowed.

Warranty claim must include:
• Cylinder serial number
• Truck VIN
• Truck hours (standard practice).
• Please also denote if these removed parts are from the OE installed 

cylinder. Must include photos of the cylinder serial number, the fitting/rod 
end before the cylinder is disassembled, and the removed stage/kit.

• Place the removed parts in the plastic bag that was included in the 
replacement kit to preserve them and to contain residual oil for shipping. 

• Contact a Vactor Service Representative for instructions on where to 
return the parts. 


